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Reigeluth's major professional interest lies in improving public
ion. Based on the conviction that an educational system should
greater emphasis on well designed resources as the source of
he has devoted his efforts to contributing to the development of
nsive knowledge base to guide the development of such
rces, with particular emphasis on computer-based resources. His first
integrative effort was the Elaboration Theory of Instruction, whose
development was funded by the Navy Personnel R and D Center; and
still continues on the development of the Elaboration Theory. His next
integrative effort was a project to synthesize into a single procedure
ate of the art in task analysis methodologies, which play an important

In planning the details of what to teach and the order In which to teach
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il. This project, funded by the Army's Training and Doctrine
resulted in the Extended Task Analysis Procedure (ETAÐ: Reigeluth
eîfort to help integrate existing knowledge into a common knowledç
was this book, which took over two years to prepare. His most
tegrative effort was a project that has enabled him to integrate and
all of his previous efforts. This project, funded by the Army's Traini
Doctrine Command, resulted in the Extended Development
(EDeP). EDeP includes a synthesis of what appears to be the best
for such diverse forms of instruction as tutoring, lecture, discussion,
activities, individualized resources, and projects, plus a set of
deciding which of these should be used when.
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êlaboration theory's prescriptions are based both on an analysis of the structure
and on an undersønding of cognitive processes and leaming theories.
other theories, goals form the basis for prescribing models. The most impor-

of all three models is a specific kind of simpleto-complex sequence,
extension of Ausubel's søås umptiv e s e q uencing, Bruner's sp iral c urr ic uNorman's web learning. This sequencing pattem helps to build stable cogures, provides a meaningful context for all instructional content, and pro-

an

aningful application-level learning from the very first "lesson." Gagné's
sequences are then introduced only as they become necessary
'prerequisite
each lesson, and systematic integration and review are provided at the end of
and unit. Also, each lesson is adjusted in cefain ways to make it approfor the ability level of the students in relation to the complexity or difficulty of
i'CDT, the Elaboration Theory organizes instruction in such a way as to facilicontrol; but on the macro level this means control over selection and
of ideas as well as control over frequency and timing of such strategy
as synthesizers and reviews. Simple-tocomplex sequencing allows the
ûomake an informed decision astowhat ideasinteresthimorher themost and
warrant "zooming in" for more detail about those ideas. The use of analogies is
important feature of the elaboration theory.
much work remains to be done to develop the Elaboration Theorv to its
, it (like CDT) is indicative of the integrative, multiperspecrived
to model building and theory construction that is sorely needed at this point
ion of the discipline. Particularly useful right now would be some extenand
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The E laboration Theory
of Instruction

INTRODUCTION
Context: Scope and Limitations of the Elaboration Theory
The field of instructional science is concemed with understanding and
methods of instruction so as to make them more effective, more
more appealing. In Chapter 1 of this book, a distinction is made between
level (which deals only with methods for teaching a single idea, such as the
examples of that idea) and the macro level (which deals only with
relate to several ideas, such as sequencing those ideas). The Elaboration
excl.usively onthe macro level-it prescribes methods that deal with many
ideas, such as how to sequence them. (The preceding chapter in this book
a compatible theory that deals only with the micro level.) Chapter I also
three major kinds of instructional methods: organizational, delivery, and
ment. The Elaboration Theory makes no attempt to deal with either de
management strategies, although these are important variables that need to
grated into any instructional model or theory if it is to be sufficiently com
sive to be optimally useful to instructional developers and planners.
The Elaboration Theory thus deals only with organizational strategies
macro level. The macro level is made up mainly of four problem areas. We
referred to these asthefour S's: selection, sequencing, synthesizing, and su
rizing of subject-matter content. The Elaboration Theory attempts to
optimal methods in all four of these areas.
The Elaboration Theory of instruction prescribes that the instruction
special kind of overview that teaches a few general, simple, and funda
not abstract) ideas. The remainder of the instruction presents progressi
detailed ideas, which elaborate on earlier ones. The theory also prescribeJ
of prerequisite sequences within parts of the simple-to-complex sequence';'
prescribes the systematic use of review and qynthesis, amofig other thin!
section on "Strategy Componentd' later).

History: Origins and Precursors
During the past 10 or 15 years, considerable new knowledge has been
about isolated aspects of macro strategies. Robert Gagné (1968, 1977) iden

r
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t kind of relationship in subject matter: the learning prerequisite (see
4, this volume). The concept of a learning prerequisite involves the fact
knowledge must be acquired before other knowledge can be acquired.
understand the concept "volume" before one can understand the princidescribes the relationship between volume, pressure, and temperature. A
set of learning prerequisites for a given idea comprises what is called a
hierarchy (see Chapter 4). This has given rise to the hierarchical approach

analysis. Various theorists have more complex methodologies for conductprecise and thorough hierarchical task analyses (see, for example, the
by Bergan, 1980), but such complexity and precision is of questionable
instructional developers.
ver; the learning prerequisite is only one important kind of relationship to
structional design. Another important one is represented by the informa,ssing approach to task analysis. This procedural type of relationship
the order in which tasks must be performed, as opposed to the order in
they must be learned. One can learnhow to do the last step in a procedure
one cannot do the last step first in a performance of that complete proceGropper (1974), Landa (1914), P. Menill (1971), Resnick (1973), and
(1973, were among the first to emphasize the importance of this kind of
ip for instructional design on the macro level. For an excellent review of
ysis methodologies, see Resnick (19'76).
id Ausubel (1963, 1968) pioneered some important knowledge about kinds
sequences that help instructional content to be moie meaningful
and that thereby help the instruction to result in better learning and
He advocated initiatins instruction with seneral-level knowledee that
" the content that is to follow: the remainder of the instruction is then a
of successive dffirentiation-the gradual introduction of more detailed
ific knowledge about the general-level ideas. This is similar to (although
highly developed than) Bruner's (1960) notion of a spiral cuniculum.
developments under the rubric of schema theory (Anderson, Spiro, &
1977; Collins & Quillian, 1970; Lindsay & Norman, 1977; Rumelhart
, 1977) have reinforced and supported the general-to-detailed sequenc-

Norman' s (197 3) notion of web learning is simspiral curriculum and successive differentiation patterns of sequencing

ated by Ausubel . In fact,

isolated advances in our knowledee about methods of instruction on the

e., hierarchical, information-processing, and cognitive-elaboration
to sequencing) have often appeared to compete with and even (in a
sense) occasionally contradict each other. But they each accurately and
describe different aspects of the structure of knowledge, the process of
and/or
the process of instruction. Therefore, the purpose in developing
;
lon Theory was to create a comprehensive set of macro-level models
d integrate all of this recent knowledge in a way that would greatly
our ability to design good instruction. In the process of doing this, it was
(i.
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sometimes necessary to attempt to fill in gaps that became apparent in our
edge about instruction at the macro level.

Organization of This ChaPter
The Elaboratory Theory is comprised of: (l) three models of instruction; and
systemfor prescribing those models on the basis of the goals for a whole
instruction. x Like all models of instruction, each of these three models is
of strategy components .It is important to understand that the Elaboration

is by no means static; rather, it continues to develop and improve as
reveals weak strategy components that should be eliminated from the model
new strategy components that should be integrated into the models.
The following are the major sections of this chapter:

An analogy that helps to give a general idea of what the Elaboration
2. A description ofeach individual strategy component.
A description of the general model (i.e., the common features of the
models that comprise the Elaboration Theory).
4. A description of the ways in which the three models differ from each
and the system for prescribing when each model should be used.
5. A summary of some procedures for using the elaboration model in
development or evaluation of instruction.
6. Some support for the validity of the Elaboration Theory.
1.

AN ANALOGY

A good introduction to the nature of the Elaboration Theory of instruction
analogy with a zoom lens. Studying a subject matter "through" the el
model is similar in many respects to studying a picture through a zoom lens
movie camera. A person starts with a wide-angle view, which allows him or
see the major parts of the picture and the major relationships among those
(e.g., the composition or balance of the picture), but without any detail.
The person then zooms in on a part of the picture. Assume that, instead of
continuous, the zoom operates in steps or discrete levels. Zooming in one
a given part of the picture allows the person tio see more about each of the
subparts. After having studied those subparS and their interrelationships;
person could then zoom back out úo the wide-angle view to review the o
parts of the whole picture and to review the contexi of ttris pd within the w
picture.
The person continues this pattern of zooming in one level (or one
level) to see the major subparts of a part and zooming back out for co
*Editor's note: This pattern should be quite familiar by now!
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. The person could be forced to complete all ofone level before proceeding
next level. Or the person could be forced to go to the full depth of detail (to
in as far as the camera will go) on one part before proceeding to another part

picture. Or the person could be allowed to choose to follow his or her own
in viewing the picture, in which case the person can make an informed
(on the basis of information from the wide-angle view) as to what part of
would interest him or her the most. The onlv restriction is that the pery not view any part ofthe picture unless he or she has already viewed it from
t higher (wider-angled) level.
way, the Elaboratory Theory of instruction starS the i¡rstructionwith
kind of ovewiew of the simplest and most fundamental ideas within the
matter; it adds a certain amount o1 complexity or detail to one part or
of the overview; it reviews the overview and shows the relatioruhips
the most recent ideas and the ideas presented earlier; and it continues
of elaboration followed by summary and synthesis untjl the desired
oßcomplexity has been reached on all desired parts or aspecß of the subject
; It also allows for inlormed leamer control over the selection and sequencing
course, it must be remembered that the zoom{ers analory is just an analogy
that it has nonanalogous aspects. One such dissimilarity is that all the
of the picture is actually present (although usually not noticed) in the wide
view, whereas the complexity is not there at all in the overview.
, some people, ask, "Don't you have to go ttrough a lot of leaming pre
þìtes (Gagné, 1968) ûo teach the overview?" The answer is a definite "No." In

Iike Bruner's (19û) spiral curriculum, few unmastered learning prerequiany) exist at the level of the overview. As leamers work to deeper levels of
ity, increasingly complex prerequisites exist, but many of them will already
been taught as parts of previous lessons. Hence, if prerequisites are held back
'the lesson for which they are immediately
necessary, there will be only a few
isites for a lesson at any level of complexity, and the leamers will want to
those prerequisites because they will see their importance for learning at the
of complexi{ that now interests them.
f

the Elaboration Approach

sequence prescribed by the Elaboration Theory helps ûo
that the leamer is always aware of the context and importance of the differthat are being taught. It allows the leamer to learn at the level of complexity
iS most appropriate and meaningful to him or her at any given ståte in the
,pment of one's knowledge. And the learner never has to struggle through a
of leaming prerequisites that are on too deep a level of complexity to be

or meaningful at the initial stages of instruction.
, a zoom-lers approach has not been widely used in instruction, in
of its fundamental simplicity and intuiúve rationale. Many textbooks begin

U2
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course by summarizing the major events in hirtory then proceed to
a little more detail about each of those evenß and to add a few of the
important events, and so on, until the desired level of detail is reached for
The use of such things as overviews (Hartley & Davies, 1976), advance

with the "lenC'zoomed in to the level of complexity deemed appropriate'
intended student population; and they proceed-with the "lend'locked
level of complexity-to pan across the entire subject matter. This has
nate consequences for slmthesis, retention, and motivation. Using a
approach, many instructional developers have used a sequence ttrat in
resembles beginning with the lens zoomed all the way in and proceeding in ä

fragmented manner to pan across a small part and zoom out a bit on
pan across another small part and zoom out a bit, and so on, until the
scene has been covered and, to some limited degree, has been in
the very end of the instruction. This has also had unlortunate conseq
svnthesis, retention, and motir¿ation. And some educators have intuitively
for an elaboration-type approach with no guidelines on how to do it.
resulted in a good deal less effectiveness than is possible for maximizing
retention. and motir¿ation.
The major reason for the lack of utilization of an elaboration approach in i
tion is probably that the hierarchical approach has been well-articulated
natural outsrowth of a strons behavioral orientation in educational
which was very much in vogue until recently. This in effect put "blinders"
of the few people who have been working on instructional-design
methodology.
The Elaboration Theory does not reject the hierarchical approach; in
fact, an idea cannot be learned before its true learning prerequisites ha
learned. Rather the Elaboration Theory integrates hierarchical sequencing'
the overall structure of an elaborative sequence. As an approach that
integrate the best strategies of a wide variety of researchers and
spectives, the Elaboration Theory prescribes the use of a number of major
components, including leaming prerequisite sequencing, at various points
the instruction.

STRATEGY COMPONENTS
The Elaboration Theory presently utilizes seven major strategy
special type of simpletccomplex sequence (for the main structure of the
(2) leaming-prerequisite sequences (within individual lessons of the
(3) summarizers; (4) synthesizers; (5) analogies; (6) cognitive-strategy
tors; and (7) a leamer-control format. These components are described

<

here.

1. An Elaborative Sequence
An elaborative sequence is a special kind of simple-to-complex
there are many different ways to form a simpleto-complex sequence for a
course, and naturally some of them are better than others. For example, one

(Ausubel, 1968), web learning (Norman, 1973), and the spiral curriculum
;1960) are allattempts to use asimpletocomplex sequence ûosomedegree.
ionTheoryproposes that an elaborative sequence (oLwlichthere are
is the best for reasors that are outlined here, but further research
to adequately test this hypothesis.
ielnborative sequence is a simple-to-complex sequence in which: (1) the
ideas epitomize rather than summarize the ideas that follow; and (2) the
is done on the basis of a single type of content.

yersus Summarizing
differs from summarizing in two important ways.

It

entails: (1)

avery small number of the ideas that are to be taught in the course; and
them at a concrete, meaningfuI,application level. On the other hand,
usually entails presenting a corsiderably larger number of the ideas
ä,more suirerficial, abstract, memorization level. For example, a summary of
course in economics might present alabel for, or even a statement

of the most important principles of economics, whereas an epitome
would teach the one or two most fundamental and simple principles
law of supply and demand) at the application level. The application
what Menill refers to in Chapter 9 as the we a generality level, and in this
means that the student would be able to use each of those principles ûo
or explain novel cases. To epiûomize is not úo lightly preview all of the
course content; rather it is to teach (on an application level, complete
and practice thatenable the leamer ûo relate it to previousknowledge
ience) a few fundamentøl and representative ideas that convey the
of the entire content. Those ideas are chosen such that all the remainins
content provides more detail or more complex knowledge about them.

ás the

Type

of Content

respect to a single type of content, the process of epitomizing is done with

of three types of content: concepts, procedures, or principles. A concept
of objects, events, or ry.rnbols that have certain characteristics in common.
a concept entails being able to identify, recognize, classify, or describe
ing is. For example, "sonnet'' is a concept. A procedure is a set of
that are intended to achieve an end. It is often referred to as a skill.

, or a method. Knowing a procedure entails knowing how to do
For example, "the steps for critically analyzing a sonnet'' are a prù
Aprinciple is a change relationship; it indicates the relationship between a
in one thing and a change in something else. It may also be called a
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hypothesis, a proposition, a rule, or a law, depending on the amount of
for its truthfulness. Usually, it descn:bes causqs or effects, either by
what will happen as a result of a given change (the effect) or why
happens (the cause). For example, "including an introduction in a written
sition will result in a more effective communication'is a principle.*
One of these three types of content----concept, procedure, or principle-is
as the most important type for achieving the general goals of the course.
forth the elaboration sequence is characterized as having a conceptual
tion, a procedural organization, oÍ a theoretical organization, in wh
respective type of content (which is called the organizing content) is epi
the beginning of the course and is gradually elaborated on throughout the
der of the course, in such a way that most lessons not only elaborate on a p
lesson but also epitomize several later lessons. The other two types of
rote facts (which are all called the supporting content) also appear
length of the course, but they are only introduced when they are highly rele
the particular organizing content ideas that are being presented at each point
course sequence,
In essence the process of epitomizing entails: (l) selecting one type of
as the organizing content (concepts, principles, or procedures); (2) listing all
organizing content that is to be taught in the course; (3) selecting a few
content ideas that are the most basic, simple, and/or fundamental; and (4)
senting those ideas at the application level rather than the more superficial
abstract memorization level. Detailed procedures have been developed to
instructional developers, and they are summarized later in this chapter. ,
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General versus Simple versus Abstract
Because the terms gerrcral, simple, aîd abstract are often confused, we
themhere. These terms are parts of three different continua: (1) general to
(2) simple-to-complex; and (3) abstract to concrete (Reigeluth, I979a\.
three continua are illustrated in Frg. 10.1. The first two are very similar to
other, but the third is very different.
The general-to-detailed continuum refers primarily to a continuum
subdividing ideas (either concepts or procedures) or by lumping ideas (
concepts or subprocedures) together. General has breadth and inclusiveness:
los of things lumped together), whereas detailed is usually narrow þubdiviSi
In Fig. 10.1(a), "polar bear" is a more detailed concept than "animal"; it
finer discriminations (polar bears are more similar to other kinds of bea¡s'',
animals are to nonanimals) and has fewer examples (there are fewer polar
than there are animals). Since general concepts entail fewer and
criminations, they are also simpler than detailed concepts.

o

o
IL

+Editor's note: See Chapter 1, p. 14, for mo¡e about principles.
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'lhe simple-to-complex continuum refers primarily to a continuum

f

adding or removing parts of ideas (either principles or.procedures). "Simpl
few parts, whereas "complex" has many parts. In Fig. l0.l(b), the
subtracting multidigit numbers is more complex than the procedure for
single-digit numbers. Additional complexity can be added by introducing'
procedures for "borrowing" when the top number is smaller than the
number.

The øbstract-to-concrete continuum refers to tangibility, and there

are

major types of tangibility . First, generaliries are abstract, and instances are
concrete: The definition of a tree is not tangible, but a specific tree (an
tangible. This is the most important abstract-to-concrete continuum for
tional theory. Second, some concepts are considered abstract because their
are not tangible. "lntelligence" is a good example of an abstract concept.
second abstract-to-concrete continuum is largely irrelevant for our present
poses, although it does have some important implications as to what would
optimal model for teaching different kinds of concepts.
The Epitome

On the basis of these distinctions, epitomizing always entails identif!'ing
very general or very simple ideas, but not abstract ones. The concept
is no more abstract than the concept "polar bear," the procedure for subtraç
whole numbers without borrowing is no more abstract than the procedur$
subtracting fractions with bonowing, and the law of supply and demand i
more abstract than the principle of utility maximization. Epitomizing also
teaching the epitomized content at the application le'¡el-that is, with
concrete examples and practice, as well as with an abstract generality. (See C
9 for more information about application-level instruction.) ln essence the

tion theory's "special kind of overview" epitomizes a single kind of
(although it also includes the other kinds of content that are higtrly related to
epitomized ideas).
Because the process of epitomizing yields a special kind of overview, we
call it an eysrvis\¡/-vve call it an epitome. The content for an epitome is
by: (1) epitomizing the organizing content to a small number of the most
mental, representative, general, and/or simple ideas (i.e., the ideas that best

sume the rest of the organizing content); and (2) including whatever of the
types of content that are highly relevant (including leaming prerequisities).
l0.2 shows the content for a conceptual epitome, a procedural epitome, and a
retical epitome. Contrary to our earlier prescriptions, preliminary
that an epiûome ought to contain about 10 hours of instruction, including
exercises (Pratt, 1982; Reigeluth, 1982), but moré research is needed sn this i

Levels of Elaboration
In the zoom-lens analogy we mentioned that the zooming-in process
in steps or levels. Each level provides more derail or complexity about
in the preceding level. Hence, the first level of. ehboration elaborates on

ual Epitome for an Introductory Course in Statistics
Organizing content (concepts)
Kinds of measures
a. Elevation (or central tendency)
b. Spread
,
.
c. Proportion
d. Rel at ionsh ì p
Kinds of methods
a. Descr í pt i on
b. Est ìmat ion
c. Hypothesis testing

for a Co

ing content
(Learning prerequi si tes

Support

tically all concepts

for the aforementioned concepts)

in statistics can be viewed as elaboration
ese concepts, through development of parts or kinds conceptual
EUres.

for a Theoretical

E

itome

for an lntroducto

Course

in

Economics

:0rganizing content (principles)
The law of supply and demand

,

a. An increase in price causes an increase in the quantity
suppl ied and a decrease in the quantity demanded.
b. A decrease in price causes a decrease in the quênt¡ty
suppl ied and an increase in the quåntity demanded.

lSupport i ng content

The concepts of

a. Price
L

>uPP
vuoilL¡Ly
^..^^rt..,-..^-lied

c. Quant i ty
d. I nòrease
e. Decrease

demanded

Itically al I principles of economics can be viewed as elaborations
law of supply and demand, includíng those that relate to mony, regu I at ion, price fixing, and planned economies.
Course in Literature
itome for an Introducto
ral
(procedures)
content
0rganizing
,, There are four major steps in the multidimensional analysis
, and interpretatìon of creative I iterature.
â. ldentifying elements of the dramat ic f ramework-character and plot.
b. Combining the elements into composites appropriate
for analysis of their I iteral meaning--analysis of
character in terms of plot.
c. Figuratively interpretÌng the elements--symbol ism
through character, mood, tone.
d. Making a judgement of worth--personal reìevance,

universal

ity.

FlG.

10.2

(continued)

a,^'l
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(This procedure is simpl ified by introducing only two elements f
the analyses in a and b, three in c, and two in ¿.-Tt is furthe
s impl if ied by introducing-õ;Jt those procffires and concepts nec
sary for the analysís and interpretation of a short poem. Compl
is later added by increasing the number of eìements used in eachi
stage of analysis or interpretation and by introducing procedure
and concepts needed for analyzing and interpreting more compl ica
types of creat ive I i terature. )

2, Supporting

content
Concepts necessary
a. Character

for

performing the procedure

b. Plot
i. Symbol i sm
d. Mood
e. Tone
f, Universality
Practical ly al I procedures for analyz¡ng and i nterpret i ng creat
ì iterature can be viewed as elaborations on these four steps.
FlG.

I
b.l
c. I
d.f
a.

Mean

a.2

Med i an

Variance b,2 Standard deviation

Percent c.2 Decimal
d.2 r
r spo
.

a.3

Mode

Fract ion
d.3

r
ø

Support i ng content

(Learning prerequisites for the aforementioned concept s )
Additionaì elaborations would define kinds of methods for each
kind of measure (..g., methods of hypothes¡s testing for spread).
he Theoretical E
(principles)
0rganizing content
a. Effects of changes in supply schedules on equi I ibrium price.
b, Effects of changes in demand schedules on equi I ibrium price.
c. The principle of why changes occur in supply schedules or

i

10.2

The instructional content for a conceptual epitome, a procedural
and a theoretical epitome.

organizing content presented in the epitomei the second level elaborates on
organizing content presented in the fint level, and so on. A lesson on the
level is in effect an epitome of all those lessons on the second level that
on it. Egure 10.3 shows a partial example of a level-l lesson by showing
organizing content that elaborates on the conceptual epitome in Fig. 10.2,
organizing content that elaborates on the procedure epiûome in Frg. 10.2, and
organizing content that elaborates on the theoretical epitome in Fig. 10.2.
most important supporting content is also listed.
To give a clearer idea of what each of the three types of elaborative
conceptual, procedural, and theoretical-is like, it is necessary to understri
Iittle about the structure of knowledge . A knowledge structure is something
shows relationships among pieces of knowledge (i.e., among facts,
principles, and procedures). The elaboration theory proposes that there are
major types of relationships that are important forpurposes of instruction:
tual relationships, procedural relationships, theoretical relationships, and
ing-prerequisite relationships (Reigeluth, Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978; Rei
Merrill, Wlson, & Spilleç 1980). The fint three kinds of relatiorships are
next, and learningprerequisite relationships are described later under
component 2, A Leaming Prerequisite SeEtence.
A conceptual structure shows superordinate/coordinate/subordinate
ships among ideas. There are three important types of conceptual structures:
conceptual structures, which show concepts that are components of a given
cept; kinds conceptual structures, which show concepts that are varieties orr
of a given concept; and matrices or tables, which are combinations of two or
conceptual structures. Figs. 10.4, 10.5, and 10.6 show examples of each
conceptual structure.

Conce

0rganizing content (concepts)
Kinds of measures

demand schedul es.
Support i ng content

a.
b,
c,

The concepts of supply, supply schedule, and supply curve.
The concepts of demand, demand schedule, and demand curve.,
The concept of changes in supply schedules or demand

d.

The concept

sch.edules.

of equi I ibrium price,
this point, elaborations would spl it into those that
elaborate on the suppì y s îde ( i .e. , product ion and costs) and
those that eìaborate on the demand side (ì.e., consumption and
utrlrtvr.
Beyond

r an Eìabora
0rganiz ing content'r (procedures)

a. Procedures for identifylng the remaining elements of the
dramatic framework: setting, perspective, and language
b, Procedures for combining eìements into appropriate compos ites for a.na ìys is of I itera I mean ing:
-Character, plot, and sett i ng
-Perspective, character, and plot
-LAn9uage

t:
a. Concepts: setting, perspective, language, imagery
b, Procedure: the analysis of patterns of imagery
'kThis organizing content elaborates onìy on steps a and b (which
must be elaborated simuìtaneously because of their interrelatedness). The elaboration involves the addition of elements that
must be identified (stage a) and analyzed in combination
(stage b) .
Suppor t i ng con ten

ÌrFlG.

10.3 The instructional content for

'theoretical, and procedural epitome

elaborations on the conceptual,

in FIG.
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ypes o
Governmen

REPTILES

t

OL I GARCHY

MAMMALS

BIRDS

FISH

ÏU RTLES

r9yt

CH ICKADEES

MINNOWS

ANTS

SNAKES

LIONS

VULTURES

SHARKS

LADY BUGS

LEOPARD

DOGS

ROB I NS

D I RECT

CARP

10.4 An example of a kinds

PARL

I

BLACK STINK

rl9s

LIZARDS

FlG.

NSECTS

DEMOCRACY

REPRESENTAT I VE

PRESIDENTIAL

I

FlG. 10.6 A portion of a matrix structure (or table) combining two
kindS conceptual structures.
KEY: In this matrix, each box is a kind of both its row heading and

AMENTARY

conceptual structure.

its column heading.

The Expos i tory
REJECT

NULL HYFOTHESIS

IF Ï.S.>CRITICAL

I NTRODUCT I ON

I

IEYE-CATCHER'
STATEMENT

I

c0NcLUs |0N

F

,

TOPIC
STATEHE NT

CALCUIATI SST

DFÍERM INE

D.F. FOR SSE

GENERALITY

FlG.

10,5 An example of a parts

6STL

-

SST)

DEÍERM INE

O.F. FOR SST

CALCULATE SSTL

conceptual structure.

A procedural structure shows relationships among steps of a procedure.
are two important kinds of procedural relationships: procedural-order
ships, which specify the order(s) for performing the steps of a procedure; and
cedural-decisloz relationships, which describe the factors necessary for
which alternative procedure or subprocedure to use in a given situation.
i
and Frg. 10.8 show examples of each kind of procedural structure.
A, theoretical stucture, or theoretical model, shows change relatio
among events. There are two major kinds of theoretical structures. The most
mon kind of theoretical structure is one that describes natural
it is a branching chain of interrelated descriptive principles. The

10.7 An example of a procedural-order structure.
KEY: The arrow between two boxes on different levels means thal

FlG.

the lower box must be performed before the higher box can be performed.

describes phenomena that optimize (or sometimes merely influence) some
outcome-that is, it is a branching chain of intenelated prescriptive princi-

ed

. Usually it will merely identify the desired outcome(s) (e.g.,

ab a heading),
way that shows how they should all be interreTheoretical structutes can be arranged on a continuum from purely descrip:purely prescriptive,
in which case a purely prescriptive theoreticj structure
) is very similar ûo a proceduralorder structure. Frgure 10.9 and Frg. 10.10

then prescribe the "causes"

examÞles of each.

in

a
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EB FLOW CHART FOR MATCHED PAIRS
SELECTION CRITERIA

For two

Parametric tests on

independent

means. These tests
are equivalent to
each other. They
apply also to medians

samples
see page 302.

íf both distributions
are assumed symmetric.

fTEST FOR MATCHED PAIRS
Compute D = X,- X., for each person.
My

M2,

St, Sz

df
No

7a*

ftz
already

=N-,

"y,?;#,J::1i1,ï'J,î{

SANDLER4 MODIFIED
Compute D = Xr- X,
for each person.

been

computed?

rTEST FOR MATCHED DATA USING INTERMEDIATE
STATISTICS

.

Mt- M,

-

df

2rrrS, S,

=N-

I

Relatively

powerful
methods

which can
be used to
demonstrate

difference
in elevation
in various

a

limited

Nonparametric tests of
the null hypothesis that
difference scores are
distributed symmetrically
around zero.
(Remember symmetry

not imply
normality.)
does

WILCOXON SIGNED-RANKS TEST FOR MATCHED PAIRS
For each person compute D = X, X.r. Then use Method EA4
(p. 286) to test the null hypothesis ¡rp =
o. s4B

Powerful. fairly
quick test

-

Very quick test

with lower

Count the number of matched pairs for which X, ) X, , and the
number for which X, 1 Xr. Redefine N as the sum of these two
numbers, thus ignoring pairs for which X, = X2. Enter the two
numbers counted into Method PAI (p. 436) or Method pA2 (p.

power

'than any above

pp. 274, 349, 257

senses

437).

A nonparametr¡c test on medians. This test
applies also to means íf both distributions
are assumed symmetric.

IO**
r
'
;,.
t;l¡'

of complete dominance
FlG.

More About Epitomizing

pairsforwhich

Xt}pandX, 1p.

of these two numbeis. Enter thã
into Method PAI (p. 436) or PAz þ. a37).

two
p.35o

SIGN TEST FOR EACH POINT ON AN OD CURVE
See Method Outline

(continued)

Considering these three major kinds of knowledge structures, we can
elaborate a bit on the nature of the three types of elaborative
how each differs from a summarizing approach to simpletocomplex seq
Procedural content can be sequenced in any of five major ways: (1)
chaining, which occurs at a single level of complexity and entails teaching

SIGN TEST FoR PERCENTILE ScoRES
Divide the scale at some point p; no score in either group should
exactly equal p. Count thè number of pairs for whicli X,'1 p and
numbers

i
10.8

o.34e

f Countthenumberof
{z)
Redefìne N as the sum

II*

A method with power comparable to EB10 which can demonstrate
a range

0.

SIGN TEST FOR MATCHED PAIRS

FlG. 10.8 An example of a procedural-decision strucrure,
the order in which they are performed; (2) backward chaining, which also
at a single level of complexity but enrails teaching all the steps in the opposite
order in which they are performed; (3) a hierarchical sequence, which entails
all possi6le substeps (parts) of a step before integrating them, then doing
for another step, and so on, until all parts have finally been taught and

;

(4)

a general-to-detailed

sequence based

on summarizing, which
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lmproved meaningfulness

of subsequent definition

INCREASE IN
FREOUENCY
i;Provide statement of
defining attributes

Shorter learning time

:superordinate

DECREASE IN

REACTIVE
CAPACITANCE

Cognitive processing on

Rduction in under-

DECREASE IN

TOTAL
IMPEDANCE
Include visual as well

INCREASE IN
INCREASE IN
TOTAL CURBENT

INCREASE IN

TOTAL POWER

Reduction in
overgeneral ization

ELECTROMOTI

THE RESIST
Cognitive processing
on neyv instances

INCREASE IN
APPLIED POWER

Key: The arrow between two boxes means that the change in one
causes the change in the other box to occur.

FlG,

10,9 An

example of a descriptive theoretical structure.

entails something like presenting a generalJevel flow chart or list of all
clusters of steps) at the very beginning of the instruction, followed by el
them down to the application level; and (5) a simpletocomplex sequence
on epitomizing, which entails presenting the shortest path (or shortest
at the application level at the very beginning of the instruction, following by
rating it out to the desired breadth and complexity of alternative paths (or
dures), each additional path usually being progressively more complex.
two methods respectively entail: (1) abstract breadth followed by
down to the application level; and (2) n¿urow application followed by el
out to the required breadth and complexity ofpaths (or procedures).

iProvide immediate
'fedback on practice

on aDplication level
Facilitation of
error debugging

FlG. 10.10 An example of a prescriptive_theoretical structure.
: Each arrow means .,causes."
the prescriptive-theo¡etical structure is practically identicar
to
ocedural-order structure, in that the middle and right-hand corumns
oi boxes drop
(or more precisely, are incorporated into a statement of
the goals and conditionì
provide the basis for prescribing it).

orE: In the extreme,

they are more detailed and less inclusive).

y, in the

case of

prtnciples, the summarizing approach is also one of

breadth: It is a sequence in which all of the importlnt principles
are

listJ
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in the overview, followed by elaborating each down to the application levdll
the epitomizing approach is still one of narrow application: lt is a
which only a few (the most simple and fundamental) principles are taugh{
overview, but they are taught at the application level, followed by e
to the remaining principles. As it turns out, this sequence of principles is
very similar to the sequence in which those principles were discovered in
pline, in which case those texts that follow the historical development of
pline (such as some science texts) come quite close to an epitomizingap
theoretical content.

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

CONCEPTS

Rationale
A simple-tecomplex sequence is prescribed by the elaboration theory
is hypothesized to result in: (1) the formation of more stable cognitive
hence causing better long-term retention and trarsfer; (2) the creation of
ful contexts within which all instructional content is acquired, hence causing
motir¡ation,* and (3) the provision of general knowledge about the major

CONCEPT

D

ISCR IMINATION

of the instructional content, hence enabling informed leamer control
selection and sequencing of that content.
The elaboration theory prescribes a simple-tocomplex sequence
single kinà of relatiowhip in the content because it is hypothesized to enable
(l) to more effectively comprehend the structure of that type of content and
to more effectively form a stable cognitive structure that is isomorphic with
(2) to form the most useful type of cognitive structure with respect to the
the course.
Fìnally, a (simpletocomplex) sequence based on epitomízing (rather
summarizing) is prescribed because it is hypothesized to make the learning
meaningful and less rote by effecting acquisition on the application level
than on the memorization lgvel.** This is expected to result in easier and
enjoyable learning and better retention.
Perhaps the best instructional model will be one that uses some
summarizing and epitomizing. Some support for these prescriptions is
the last section of this chapter, but there is clearly a great need for research
area.

2.

A Learning-Prerequisite Sequence

sequence (Gagné, 1968) is based on alearning
or learning hierarchy. (The term learning hierarchy has come to mean

A learning-prerequisite

ferent things to different people. For instance, may consider parts
*Editor's note: This is similar to Keller's concem for relevance (Chapter 1l). Also, for a
the effecb of a simpletocomplex seguence on a studenfs expectancy for success, see
**Editor's note: This also relates to Keller's concem for rclevanæ (Cltøpter 11, pp. 40É415)'

The

arrow between two bxes on different la¡els means that the lower

box

must

be

learnd befure the higher box can be learned.

FlG.

10.1

1

An example of a learning structure.

to be learning hierarchies. Hence, we prefer to use the less ambiguous
leaming structure.) A learning structure is a structure that shows what facts
ís must be learned before a given idea can be learned (see Fig. 10. I 1 for an
). Hence, it shows the learníng prerequisites for an idea. For example,
not learn what a quadratic equation is until he or she has learned what its
characteristics (e.9., in this case "second power" and "unknown variare. Similarly, one cannot learn the principle that "force equals mass times
ion" until he or she has learned the individual concepts ofmass, acceleraforce. It is also necessary to understand the relationships represented by
" and "equals." Before the learner has mastered these ideas, he or she is
of understanding the principle "force = mass x acceleration." However,

:r is capable of substituting

values and calculating results (a rote

ing prerequisites can be considered critical components of an idea. The
components ofprinciples are: (l) concepts; and(2) change relationships.

components

of concepts are: (l) defining attributes; and (2) their

fationships (e. g. , conjunctive and disjunctive). And the critical components
are, in the case ofregular steps (i.e., the steps represented by rectana flow chart): ( 1) a more detailed description of the actions involved in the
.e., the verbs that describe the step's actions in greater detail); and (2) conthat relate to those actions (e.g., objects of or tools for the actions), or, in the
öf decision steps (i.e., the steps represented by diamonds in a flow chart):
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(l) a more detailed description of the factors that influence the decision; (2)
cepts that relate to those factors; and (3) rules for considering the factors in
the decision (see Reigeluth & Merrill, 1981, for details).

very general/slmple
verslon ol the
@u15e @nlent

Learning-prerequisite structures are often confused with the other three
structures. The best means of differentiating learning structures from the
three types is to consider that learning prerequisites must be acquired
learner is able to learn the subsequent idea. On the other hand, the ideas in
tual, procedural, and theoretical structures can be learned in any order (a
we believe that some orders are better than others.
A, learning-prerequisite sequence is the presentation of content ideas in an
such that an idea is not presented until after all of its learning prerequisites
been presented (that is, all of its learning prerequisites that the students
mastered before this lesson).
Relationship to the Other Kinds of Structures. Learning prerequisites exi
every box in all three of the other kinds of structures (conceptual, procedural,
theoretical). Hence, you could picture, say, a kinds conceptual structure on a
of paper that is held horizontally in the air. Then, there would be a learning
ture dangling down from each box in that conceptual structure. It is also
for a concept in a conceptual structure to also appear as part of a principle in a
retical structure or as part of a step in a procedural structure.

3.

Summarizer

In instruction it is important to systematically review what has been learned,
to help prevent forgetting. A summarizer is a stretegy component that
(l) a concise statement of each idea and fact that has been taught; (2) a
example (i.e., a typical, easy-to-remember example) for each idea; and (3)
diagnostic, self-test practice items for each idea. There are two kinds of
in the elaboration theory. One is an internal summarizer, which comes at t
of each lesson and summarizes only the ideas and facts that are taught in
son. The other is a within-set summarizer, which summarizes all of the i,
facts that have been taught so far in the "set oflessons" on which the learner
rently working. A set of lessons is any one lesson, plus the lesson on which it
orates, plus all ofthe other lessons (coordinate lessons) that also elaborate
lesson (see Fig. 10.12).

4. Synthesizer
ln instruction it is important to periodically interrelate and integrate the i
ideas that have been taught, so as to: ( I ) provide students with that valuable
knowledge; (2) facilitate a deeper understanding of the individual ideas
comparison and contrast; (3) increase the meaningfulness and motivational

of the new knowledge by showing how it fits within a larger picture

ìMore detall€dlomplex
,lverslon of one

2

7

ðpæt ol the
@urse 6ntent

Addltbnal lwels of
elabrallon are
provlded until
@urse obiælives

hile

- ----

been met

dashd l¡ne enc¡rcles one "set" of lessons.
The doted llne €ncircler another,!et,, of Lessons.

The

FlG. 10.12 A diagrammatic representation of a set of lessons.

;Keller, Chapter 11, this volume); and (4) increase retention (i.e., reduce
ing) by creating additional links among the new knowledge and between the
knowledge and a learner's relevant prior knowledge (Ausubel, 1964; E.
,1978; Norman, Rumelhart, & the LNR Research group, 1975; euillian,
ithe elaboration

theory,

a synthesizer is a strategy component for relating and
single type (e.g., for relating and integrating a set of concepts
of procedures or a set of principles). This is done by presenting: ( I a gener)
in the form of one (or more) of the kinds of knowledge structures (previously
ibed) and, if necessary, explaining what it means; (2) a few integrated referexamples-ones that illustrate the relationships among the ideas; and (3) a
integrated, diagnostic, self-tesr practice items. A single type of relationship is
¡cated for each synthesizer so as to not confuse the learner as to what kind of
ship is being depicted by any given line in the diagram. Hence, kinds conrelationship should be presented in a different synthesizer (diagram) from
conceptual relationships (unless a table or matrix structure is used to combine
'in a clear way). And procedural and theoretical relationships should be preapart from each other and from conceptual relationships, even though the
concept (e.g., velocity) may appear in all of those different synthesizers.
töthe alternative conceptual relationships, descriptive and prescriptive theoretilrelationships should be presented separately; but procedural order and proce-

¡ating ideas of

a
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dural-decision relationships are often best combined into a single procedurâl
ture. Each structure-regardless of type-should be labeled as to the kind
tionship it depicts. It should be evident from this discussion that several
are likely to be presented at the same general point in instruction.
The elaboration theory calls for the use of two different kinds of synthesi
internal synthesizer and a within-set synthesizer. An internal synthesizer
relationships among the newly taught ideas within a lesson. Awithín-set
shows how the newly taught ideas within a lesson relate to the ideas that
taught so far in its set of lessons. More specifically, the internal synthesize
tions horizontally to show relationships among ideas that were presented
gle lesson. The within-set synthesizer functions both å orizontally to show
ships among ideas presented by a set of lessons at a single level of
vertically to show relationships between the ideas in that group of lessons
more general and inclusive ideas that contain them (see Fig. 10.12).
In this way, new ideas are placed within the context of the previous i
Through a process ofperiodic synthesis, the learner is continually kept
the structure of the ideas in the course and of the relevance of each individ
of knowledge to related pieces.

NEI,' IDEA

ANALOGIC IDEA

RES I STOR

VALVE

BOTH REDUCE THE AMOUNT

EXPERIMENTAL

OF FLO\I OF SOMETHING.

ERROR

RANDOH INTERFERENCE

HUMAN
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BRAIN

IS.A

STATIC
CENTRAL PART OF BOTH.

COMPUTER

BOTH STORE, PROCESS, AND RETRIEVE INFORHATION.

4,

TOUCHING

KEYS

TOUCHING

A

HOT STOVE

BOTH HAVE THE SAME QUICK MOVEMENT AND LIGHT TOUCH.

10,13

Examples

of analogic ideas that can be used to facilitate learning

new

5. Analogy
An analogy is an important strategy component in instruction because it
easier to understand new ideas by relating them to familiar ideas (Dreistadt;
Ortony, Reynolds, & Arter, 1978; Ravon & Cole, 1978). An analogy de
similarities between some new ideas and some familiar ones that are ou
content area of immediate interest. Fig. 10. 13 shows examples of an
analogy is helpful whenever the to-be-acquired ideas are diffîcult to u
and lack direct meaningfulness for the learner. By relating this difficu
unfamiliar content to familiar knowledge in some other content area, the ne,
tent acquires meaning; it becomes familiar. * For example, a lesson or group
sons on meter in poetry can be introduced by an analogy that compares
patterns in poems to rhythms in music.
As long as the instruction carefully identifies the limits of the relations
the points at which the analogy breaks down, an analogy can be a strong
tive strategy component. The larger the number of similarities, the more
an analogy will be. Also, the larger the number of ideas that can be made
through the analogic comparison, the more useful the analogy will be.
the greater the familiarity and meaningfulness of the analogy to the
more useful it will be. However, if the number of differences between the
analogic ideas is great, then the analogy may be more confusing than he

rEditor's note: For a discussion of the motivational
effects of analogiæ,

see

Chapter

than one analogy may be available for use at a given

time. In such

a

case,

it

advisable to include more than one, especially if there a¡e considerable
ual differences among the learners. Then each learner may be encouraged
some of the analogies and to choose the particular analogy that is most useim or her. It is also important to note that if highly similar analogous ideas
part of a learner's prior knowledge, it will still be worth teaching them if the
of leamer effort that they save is greater than the amount of effort that their
n costs.

ve-Strategy Activator
is more effective to the extent that it requires learners to consciously or
ciously use relevant cognitive strategies (Bruner, 1966; Gagné, l9j7;
:1978), because how a student processes the instructional inputs is a cruin the leaming process. Cognitive strategies, sometimes called generic
leaming skills and thinking skills that can be used across a wide
of content areas (hence the name "generic"), such as creating mental
identifying analogies.
tive strategies can and should be activated during instruction. Two means
ishing this have been described by Rigney (1978). First, the instrucrion
igned in such a way as to force the learner to use a particular cognitive
; often without the learner's being aware that he or she is, in fact, using that
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strategy. These embedded strategy activators include the instructional usel
tures, diagrams, memonics, analogy, paraphrases, and other devices
the learner to manipulate or interact with the content in certain specific
The second form of activator is the detached-strategy activator, which
the learner to employ a previously acquired cognitive strategy. Di
"create a mental image of the process you just learned" or to "think of an
for this concept" serve two functions. First, they improve the learner's
and retention of the new content. But just as importantly, the conscious use
nitive strategies increases the learner's competence with them.
In addition, cognitive strategies can and usually should be taught along
subject matterofinterest. The inclusion ofdetached-strategy activators, al
some brief instruction on the use of those cognitive strategies (for those
unfamiliar with them) takes very little instructional time and increases
effectiveness of the instruction and the learner's capacity to manipulate and
stand other similar kinds of learning tasks. Such use of detached acti
to provide practice that, if interspersed with appropriately labeled ex
(embedded activators) for the same cognitive strategies, should help the
learn how touse those cognitive strategies on his or her own. It should also
learner to leam when to use each cognitive strategy by focusing the learner
tion on the types of cognitive strategies that are appropriate for particular
tasks. This latter strength becomes an important issue to consider for the ne
egy component, learner control.

7. Learner

Control

According to Merrill (1979), the concept of learner control refers, in
sense. to the freedom the learner has to take command of the
sequencing of: (1) the contenttobelearned (contentcontrol); (2) therateat
he or she will learn (pace control); (3) the particular instructional-strategy
rpnß he or she selects and the orderinwhich they are used (display
(4) the particular cognitive strategies the learner employs when
the instruction (conscious cognition control). Merrill (1979) has descri
characteristics of each of these types of control, as well as the li
instruction places on each. The elaboration theory affords possibilities for
control over the selection of content (l), instructional-strategy
and cognitive strategies (a). (The second category, pace, is only controll
micro level.) Menill hypothesizes ametacognitionmodel inside each
orchestrates how the learner chooses to studv and learn. In terms of this
hypothesize that instruction generally increases in effectiveness,
appeal to the extent that it permits informed learner control by motivated
(with a few minor exceptions).
Many opportunities can and usually should be made for the informed
select and sequence instructional content and strategies and to activate

THE ELABORATION THEORY OF
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in accordance with his or her own metacognition model. V/ith respect to
control ovet content, elaborative sequencing makes it possible for a learner
that aspect of the epitome----or of any other lesson-that interests him or her
and to study it next. Only a simple-to.complex sequence can allow a
to make an informed decision about the selection of content. The leamer
continue to select more detail in that area, or he or she can return to an
lesson and pick a different aspect of it for further elaboration. For more
about leamer control over content, see Merrill (1980) and Reþluth

from the selection and sequencing ofcontent, learner control can also be
for the selection and sequencing of strategy components. The learner
given greater freedom to decide when and if he or she wants to view a
or a synthesizer or an analogy. The learner could also be given the
to select the cognitive strategies that are most appropriate and useful for
her at that particular point in the instruction.
jof
the major ways for giving competent learners a large measure of control
'gy is formating. Clearly separated and labeled instructional compoit easier for the learner to select and sequence these components
ot his or her personal needs and interests, including the selective review

of summarizers and synthesizers. Also, clearly separated and labeled
activators (detached or embedded) increase the leamer's fluith these strategies and permit the learner to choose how he or she will
þülate and interact with the content. They also facilitate review and study of
.strategy components.

Strategies
tional aspect of the Elaboration Theory, although it could hardly be called
component, is that it calls for the use of Merrill's Component Display
(see Chapter 9) for designing the instruction on the individual ideas and
ising the instructional content (i.e., for designing the instruction on the

ary of Strategy Components
mary, the Elaboration Theory is comprised of seven major strategy compolus some minor ones that have not been mentioned):

elaborative sequence.
A leaming-prerequisite sequence.
,A summarizer.
synthesizer.
,A,n analogy.
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6. A cognitive-strategy activator.
7. A learner-control format.

In addition, the Elaboration Theory prescribes the use of Merrill's C
Display Theory (see Chapter 9) for teaching each individual idea and

It is hypothesized that instruction is more effective, more efficient,
appealing to the extent that each ofthese seven strategy components is er
the instruction. However, these strategy components could be combined i
different ways. The elaboration model of instruction specifies a particu
combining them that is hypothesized to optimize learning. The next
chapter describes that particular way of combining these strategy com
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vely, it may be best to group all of those supporting ideas for presentation
of the organizing content ideas have been presented, especially if those
ideas a¡e highly intenelated. All of the ideas in the epitome are presented
to Component Dßplny Theory specificatiors (see Chapter 9). Fînally,
and, a synthesizer are presented. The synthesizer shows the part of
izing structure whose ideas have been taught in the epitome. Also, cogniegy activators (embedded and detached) are included whenever they are
and appropriate, as are additional motivational-strategy components (see

l1).

Level-1 Elaborations

THE ELABORATION MODEL
We said earlier that the Elaboration Theory is comprised of three
instruction and a systemfor prescribing these models in accordance with
or purpose of a course or curriculum. The seven strategy
described are present in all three models, but some characteristics of thosq.l
nents varv from one model to another. The constancv ofall seven co
all three models allows us to talk about a general model of instructionunvarying characteristics for all instruction designed according to the El
Theory. This general model is described next. It provides a "blueprint" or
tion of what the instruction shouldbe like, from beginning to end, for
the cognitive domain.

1. Present an.Epitome
The general elaboration model of instruction stafs by presenting an
lesson that epitomizes a single type of content and includes whatever of
types of content are highly relevant). The epitome might start with a
strategy component such as the creation of an incongruity (see Chapter
such strategy components have not yet been adequately integrated into
ration Theory. Then it presents an analogy, if a good one can be found,
believed to be necessary or useful. Next, it presents the organizing content
a "most fundamental, most representative, most general, and/or most sim¡
sequence.r However, each of these ideas is directly preceded by all of is
prerequisites that have not yet been mastered by all of the target learner
tion. Each of the organizing content ideas may also be directly followed by
the other supporting content ideas that have been selected as highly re

the general elaboration model makes all of the level-l lessons ar¿ailable to
:

'and

presents slightly more detailed or more complex organizing content
on it. Each lesson has all the characteristics ofthe epitome lesson

earlier: motivational-strategy components, a new analogy or an extenthe earlier analogy if appropriate, the organizing content ideas directly
d by their prerequisites and succeeded by their other supporting content,
intemal summarizer and internal synthesizer. Naturally, the Component
Theory is still used to present each individual idea and fact, and cognitiveactivators and additional motivational-strategy componenrs are used
needed and appropriate.
, one additional component is added on to the end ofeach level-l lesexpanded epitome. This expanded epitome begins with a within-set sum-

which summarizes ideas among the already-taught lessons within that set
. Then it relates the new organizing content (via a synthesizer) to the
organizing content that has already been taught. It does this via syntheíand integrative generalities, examples, and practice, as prescribed by the
Display Theory (see Chapterg). This is equivalent ûo thezoom-out-forreview activity in the zoom{ens analogy.
lly the level-1 lesson that elaborates on one aspect of the epitome should
ude all of the more detailed or complex knowledge on that aspect. Rather, a
êlaboration should itself be an epitome of all the more detailed or complex
dge on that aspect of the epitome, just as zooming in one level provides a
'

more det¿iled wide-angle view of one part of the whole picture. It is
to note that an aspect is not the same thing as an idea. It is possible that a
élaboration may elaborate to some extent on all of the ideas in the epitome
even on a relationship among those ideas, or even on an exception to

ürJ

rln the case of procedural orgariizing content, a forward chaining sequence is
presenting the organizing content ideas.

There will usually be about four to eight level-l lessons-lessors that

te directly on various aspects of the epitome's organizing content. Each
lesson takes one (or sometimes two) aspects of the epitome's organizing
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The depth to which a level- I elaboration should elaborate on an aspect of
tome is somewhat variable (i.e., the discrete levels on the zoom lens are v
not always constant and equal in the amount of detail added). The most i
factor for deciding on the depth of a given level-1 elaboration is the sl
ing load.It is important that the student learning load be neither too l
small, for either will impede the instruction's efficiency, effectiveness (
for retention), and appeal. The number of ideas that represent the optimal
learning load will vary with such factors as student ability, the complexit

subject+natter ideas, and student prefamiliarity with the ideas. We expeet
Urea¿ttr of a level-l elaboration will usually be fairly difficult to adjust.
optimizing the student learning load in a given elaboration can often be done
by varying the depth of the elaboration. But we hypothesize that both rür
equally acceptable.

3.

Present Level-2 Elaborations

The general elaboration model makes level-2lessons available to the

lea

soon as he or she has reached mastery on the level-1 lesson on which those

lessons elaborate. Each level-2 lesson is of identical nature to the levelexcept that it elaborates on an aspect o1 a level-l lesson's oryanizing
instead of elaborating on an aspect of the epitome's organizing content.
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(only with some additional detail or complexity). Learning this moreversion of the same content stimulates or incorporates review of that earlier
of the course content. Second, the internal summarizer at the end of each
reviews the content that was just presented in that elaboration by proa concise generality for each idea. And third, the expanded epitome (includextemal summarizer) at the end of each elaboration constantlv reviews and
the maior content that was presented in earlier elaborations.

of the Elaboration Model
elaboration model is as follows (see Fig. 10.14). Firstthe epitome
to the student. Then the leveL-l lessons are made available to elaborate
various aspects of the organizing content in the epitome. An internal sumand synthesizer come in the last part of each lesson, and an expanded epíis presented after each lesson. Also, as soon as a learner reaches mastery on a
L lesson. Ievel-2 lessons are made available that elaborate on that level- 1 leslevels of lessons are made available in the same w¿y-¿¡¡ sl¿þs¡¿owed by an expanded epitome-until the level of detail specified by the
ves is reached
, the

Present the eoitome
-motivational-strategy component

4.

Present Additional Levels of Elaboration

-analogy

-learning prerequ¡sites
-organizing æntent ideas
-other supporting content ¡deas
-w¡thin-lesson summarizer and synthes¡zer

The general elaboration model continues to make more detailed or
of lessons amilable to the learner as soon as he or she has reached

lesson on which those lessors elaborate, until the desired level of
complexity (as represented by the objectives of the course) is rgached, Andl
ót similar nãtut" to the other lessons, with the exception
üroså lesóns
elaborates on an aspectof the previous level's organizing contentinstead of

¡

-same components

level's organizing content.

as for epitomes

Other Comments
According to the general elaboration model, elaborations that are on the
are very different from each other with respect to the instructional co
contain (i.e., their ideas are very different from each other), but elabor
are on different levels are very similar with respect to their instructional
(i.e., their ideas are very similar), because each level has basically the sa
tent as the previous level, only presented in greater detail or complexity' 1
vides an important systematic review mechanism'
It should be noted that there are three ways in which systematic
place. First, each level of elaboration covers similar contenl to that in the

Present a level-2

,

elaboration wh¡ch
elaborates on the
completed level-l

Present a withinset summarizer
and expanded
epitome

elabrat¡on

:,.

eI

c'

i:

tFlG.

10.14 A

diagrammatic rep¡esentation of the general elaboration model.
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Each lesson, including the epitome, should contain: motivati
ponents if needed, an analogy if appropriate, the organizing content ideas
prçceded by theirprerequisite supporting content and succeeded by their
porting content, and an internal summarizer and internal synthesizer. The
nent display theory is used to present each individual idea and fact, and

strategy activators and additional motivational-strategy components

arê

whenever needed and appropriate. In addition, each lesson except for the
should end with an expanded epitome, which begins with a within-set su
and proceeds to horizontally and vertically integrate the organizing
occasionally supporting content) via synthesizers, integrative generalities,

ples, andpractice.

VARIATIONS OF THE MODEL
The Three "Organizations"
As we said earlier, several different models of macro organization can be
from the general model. In fact, the Elaboration Theory is comprised of:
different models; and (2) a basis for prescribing when each model should
These three different models are the conceptually organized model, the
rally organized model, and the theoretically organized model. Although
models have the characteristics described previously, the nature of the
the elaborations, and the synthesizers varies considerably according to
organization of the course is conceptual, procedural, or theoretical.
For example, a conceptually organized course, such as a course in basió
might be, uses a conceptual (perhaps matrix) structure, in which the most
concepts are presented in the epitome (as, for example, the animalphyla).
tome is quite different from the other two types of epitome, not just in that
ters around concepts, but also in that its organizing content is more general
remaining organizing content (i.e., most of the remaining concepts are e
or kinds ofthe epitome's concepts). Succeeding elaborations are different
they provide more detailed and narrow subclassifications of the epitome
cepts, until the most detailed concepts specified by the objectives are ma
Students learn to make progressively finer and more precise discrimi:
among nanower and more exclusive categories as levels of elaboration
The synthesizers also differ in that they utilize conceptual structures.
On the other hand, a course in applied statistics would probably use a

organization, in which the simplest and most generally applicable
procedure is taught first (at the application level) as the organizing content
epitome. A procedural epitome is often identical to what i
analysts refer to as the "shortest path" through a procedure (or a set of
procedures). The remaining procedures are not parts or kinds of the
procedure; rather they are more complex and often more narrowly focuSetl
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are necessary for achieving basically the same ends under different and
more difficult conditions. The elaborations are different from the other two

of elaborations in that they teach progressively more detailed and complex
:ion-specific versions of or alternatives to the simple epitome procedure,
large variety of procedures---each of which is used under fairly limited conbeen taught. The synthesizers mostly take the form of procedural
, although some kinds and parts structures are often used.
, an introductory course in economics would probably use a theoretical
zation, in which the most fundamental principle of economics (the law of
and demand) is taught first (at the application level) as the organizing conthe epitome. This principle is often identified by asking an experienced
or subject-matter expert, "If you could only teach one principle (or two),
ld it be?" The elaborations are different from the other two kinds of elabin that they teach progressively more complex, narrow, and situationversions of, or qualifications of, the fundamental epitome principle(s),
desired level and breadth ofexplanation or prediction have been reached.
sizers mostly take the form of branching chains of cause-and-effect
, which are usually represented diagrammatically (if they are qualitative
) but are occasionally represented mathematically (if they are quantita, the need to nest particular types of supporting structrnes within each
requires further variations among the models. For example, conceptual
content requires a different kind of synthesizer than does procedural
content. Thus the nature of each type of structure, both organizing and
, represents a different rariation of the general model.
be noted that any of the three organizatiors can be used for almost all
'areas. For example, although a conceptual organization is usually more
nt with the goals of a high school biology course, a theoretical organization
e quite reasonable (centered around such principles as surviral of the fittest

wriabitty), and a procedural organization would also be possible
course centered around how to make hvbrids).

of Variations
to these standard variations among the three models based on the type
äZing content selected, variations of the general model also derive

from the
of the "zooming inl' from simple to complex. These r¡ariations could be
aS the learner-controlled model, the system-controlled model, and the
The learnercontrolled model was described as the general model. In
trolled model, the teacher or other delivery medium uses informaeach learner to select and sequence the content and strategy compotinally, the fixed model uses one set of content and strategy components
ng sequence) for all students
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The Elaboration Theory hypothesizes that the learnercontrolled
usually be used whenever possible, as long as the learners are properþ i
the effective use of learner control. The increased motivation that
learner is allowed to study in depth a particular aspect of the organ
that is especially interesting to that individual will usually completely
decrease in learning efficiency that might result from this variation; and
that increases in learning efficiency would be the rule rather than the
due mostly to increased motivation.
In addition, it should be noted that there are several types offixed
example, following the epitome, the instruction could zoom in on all level"
rations before proceeding with any level-2 elaborations, thus offering
the same level of detail and complexity across the breadth of the ideas
the epitome. Alternatively, the instruction might zoom in on only one
oration, then proceed to a level-2 elaboration on only thatcontentpresen
single level-l elaboration, and then proceed to a level-3 elaboration on
small set of ideas. This latter variation would provide learners with
depth on one part ofthe organizing content before giving them much
Hence, the former variation of the fixed model will usually be preferable
fixed model is necessary.
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In summary, two important types of variations are possible within the ela
model. The first concerns the type of organization selected for a pafi
or curriculum. The second concems the degree of adaptability of the
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the individual learner and the degree ofcontrol given learners over the
in the "zooming-in" process. Hence, the second type of variation also
development and use of metacognition models with which the learner

learning tasks.
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First, one must select an organization--cither conceptual,
theoretical----on the basis of the goals or purpose of the instruction.
must develop an organizing structure that depicts the organizing conten
concepts, procedures, or principles) in the most detailed/complex version
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USING THE ELABORATION THEORY
We have developed a fairly detailed set of procedures for designing i
according to the Elaboration Theory (see Reigeluth, Merrill, Wilson,
1978, for general procedures; see Reigeluth & Darwazeh, 1982, for the
approach; see Reigeluth & Rodgers, 1980, for the procedural approach;
Sari & Reigeluth, 1982, for the theoretical approach). Although the
wries in important ways depending on which of the three models is
tlnee procedures are chaructenzrd by six general steps (see Fïg. 10.15).
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student needs to learn. This is a form of content analysis ortask descripti
the organizing structure is analyzed in a systematic manner to
aspect(s) of the organizing content will be presented in the epitome and
aspects will be presented in each level of elaboration. In this way the'
the instruction is developed on the basis of epitomizing and elaborating on

The Elaboration Theory is very new and therefore lacks an extensive su
for its validity. Nevertheless, some support is to be found from three sou
mal research, learning theory, and educational practice.

Research Support
Although some researÇh is currently in progress, only one study directly
Elaboration Theory has been completed. However, because the El
Theory integrates much work of other theorists and researchers, there is em
support for aspects of the Elaboration Theory. It is beyond the scope of this

INSTRUCTION g7g

uct an exten
xtensive review of such research suppof . The following is
a sum_
the major lines of existing empirical ,uppo.t.
h literature on advance or_ganizers lends some support
to the strategy

tadeøiled sequence (see Mayer, rv79,Íor a tevié* and analvsisä

re). However, this research is mute on the question of epitomizing
v"r_
ú'nofh-o-ol',o.io"

type of content.
The fourth major step is to embellish the "skeleton" by adding the
types of content plus facts at the lowest appropriate levels of detail.
remaining kinds of subject-matter content are "nested" within different
skeleton. Learning prerequisites are among the considerations that enter
polnt.
Havins allocated all of the instructional content to the different levels of
tion, it is now important to establish the scope and depth of each lesson th?
comprise each level. The scope is usually preãetermined by the organizing'dl
ideas and their important supporting content. The depth is determined on
of achieving an optimal student learning load, as described ea¡lier. ,,f
Sixth and finally, the internal structure of each lesson within each
planned. The sequence of ideas and facts within a lesson is decided on the
several factors, the most important of which are learning-prerequisite
and contribution to an understanding of the whole organizing structure.
tional-strategy components and analogies are planned, and the locations of
synthesizers and summarizers are also determined. Finally' the content
expanded epitome is specified.
This concludes the "macro" design process, at which point the "micro'?
process begins: decisions as to how to otganize the instruction on a single
fact.
We have spelled out these procedures for designing irstruction in much
detail elsewhere (Reigeluth & Darwazeh, t982; Reigeluth et al', 198;
& Rodgers, 1980; Sari & Reigeluth, 1982).

SUPPORT FOR VALIDITY

THE ELABORATION THEORY OF

rizino
zing. The
The

li+^-^+,,-^ r^i ¡
"path-analysis" literature
for ¿L
the- information-proceising
to task analysis lends some support to epitomizing u, opporèd
to sum]
is oftg1
*T"
as whar inror-utitn_pro"*i"g
T"
1^T1c1"-11?:gT"
refer
ûo as the "shortest path" through a procedure (see
for

rs78).
"ru-pì"]
ri'respect to the learning-prerequisite sequencing aspect
ofthe Elaboration
i; the research on hierarchical approaches to r"quin"ing
rends direct support
aspect of the Elaborarion Theory. see white (1913)
anã Resnick (tqzåifor

ntreviews of this research literature.
trough this piecemear research does rend some support to
the Eraboration
çt'i it leaves many important questions unanswered. öf particurar importance
¡arch on the way in which ail of the pieces have been integrated
into ihe Elab;hTheory. This kind of research can only be done
by iniluding a treatment
'*that receives everything that the Elaboration Theory prescribei. The disad_
$e is that such research requires extensive developmenf of instructional mate_
esþecially because it is likery that, for relativery shof pieces
of instructi'n,
unan mind can compensate for most of the weaknesses
in macro strateeies.
sr-nester or year courses are likery to show some
important differences]but
úe very expensive ro deverop rrearmenr mareriars
f;
t
ederal agencies have been unwilling to support such";di";;;ã""i1,
expensive research.
'there is a change in this situation,
y will remain inadequate.

r"r"u."h support for the Elaboration

Theory Support
oretical support for the rralidity of the Elaboration Theory
comes from severar
tòo.(.9" Merrill, Kelety, & Wilson, 19g1, for a more extensive
review). Two
úhely important a¡eas of cognitive psychorogy
that provide the most ,ípport

(f)

theories about cognitive representational structures;
and (2) rerated

äbryprocesses such as encoding, sûorage, and retrieval
mechanisms. Â ¿ir"*jlese.two areas of cognitive psychorrcgy is fonowed by a description oi wuys
hich each supports specific aspecß of ttrãHaboratio.,
ih"ory. Ërnauy, severa
rtsources of support are discussed.

lj

Sfructures
early' primary focus of cogrritive theory appears in the work
of Ausubel
I9&, l9æ), who argued that new knowledge is acquired and acquirable
extent that it can be meaningfully related to and subiumed within
ã*irtirrn
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(i.e., previousþ learned) knowledge. Ausubel maintained that knowledge'
nized within the learner's memory primarily in hierarchical fashion. More
inclusive, and abstract content subsumes (or assimilates) newer, more
concrete knowledge. The more firmly anchored and differentiated these
structures are, the more useful they are as ideational anchorage.
Ausubel proposed that the wrious pieces of information integrated withht
ticular knowledge structure are higtrly interrelated,linked by some type of
similarity. Thus, previously acquired, more general and abstract knowl
facilitate the acquisition of new subordinate content.
Ausubel described three necessarv conditions for the meanineful
new content. The learner must possess a stable cognitive structure capab
suming the new content; the new content must be nonarbitrary (i.e.,
being subsumed meaningfully in nonverbatim frshion); and the leamer
a cognitive "set" of previously acquired knowledge already in cognitive
which the new content can be meaningfully related.

Ausubel's conceptualization of leaming as assimilation (or, to use
term subsumption) is echoed and extended in Mayer's (1977, 1979)
"assimilation to schema." A schema, according to Mayer, is any groupi
mation that is organized in some meaningful fashion. Schemata facilitate,
gration of the knowledge by serving an,assimilative (or subsumptive)
new knowledge is assimilated into a hierarchy of progressively more
cific, and differentiated content within the learner's cognitive store.
basic learning process is the assimilation of new knowledge within hie
ordered schemata.
Mayer's theory posits that the nature of the learner's existing cognitive
(i.e., the content and organization of knowledge in memory) is the majcir

influencing the meaningful acquisition of new knowledge. In particu
Ausubel and Mayer emphasize the importance of shaping the content and
ment of antecedent learning conditions so as to facilitate the assimilation
knowledge. The use of assimilative sequences of content that begin with
eral and inclusive information can provide ideational anchorage for more
and detailed information, thus providing the means for integrating new
within existing knowledge.
More explicit and detailed models of schema theory have been devel
Quillian (1968), Norman and Rumelhart(1975), and Anderson (Anderson;
& Anderson, 1978; Anderson, Spiro, & Montague, 1977).Inthese theorieé;
mata are perceived as organizational structures that serve both to i
rate pieces of information into a single conceptual unit and to channel nevT
mation to appropriate organizing structures on the basis of relatedness or
similarity. These schemata serve both to provide a representational schemel
organization of knowledge and to offer a theoretical framework for
the acquisition of new knowledge. According to Anderson et al. (1978),
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learner already possesses are the primary determinants of what content the
will be able to acquire.
and Rumelhart (1975) view schemata as analogous to language struc-

their theory, information can be represented as a network of interrelated
and contexts that modify and are modified by incoming knowledge.
permit the making of inferences by providing contextual information
, and defines the limits of, conclusions not directly contained within the
pieces of information constituting a schema.
of semantic networking theories (Norman & Rumelhart, 1975;
, 1968) emphasize that schemata form multiple links with each other such
àch piece of information is ultimately related to every other piece. More
]:ihé relationships are diverse in nature; they are directional and substantial
ne the nature of what is acquired, stored, and retrieved. These relationsubordinate, superordinate, and coordinate linkages; Collins and
(1969, 1970) have demonstrated that retrieval is a function ofthe locatacontent within hierarchical structures.

Sfructures
on the natue of encoding processes in memory has provided evidence
kinds of memory: episodic and semantic. Semantic encoding processes
with deeper, more complex processes and more durable memory
Craik's work with semantic encoding processes (Craik & I-ælúlart,lylz;
:& Tirlving, 1975) indicates that information is encoded and stored in
structures similar to schemata. Both Ested (1970) conceptualization of
elemenß (semantic categories that subsume appropriate pieces of informaKintsch's (1970) notion of markers (tWes of semantic úopics that assimistore bis of related information) describe mechanisms and strucûnes

which incoming information is analyzed, interpreted, and related to
knowledge structures in memory. Similar notions of semantic organtzabeen proposed by other theorisß. All assume that semantically encoded
is stored in a hierarchically intenelated manner with topical categc
uniß. Norman and Rumelharfs (1975) semantic networks represent
ûo the organization of knowledge in memory in terms of relationships
ideas. Because any one idea can be encoded in many different ways,
on which of its semantic attributes are salient for any given structure,
relational linkages are created between that content and r¿rious existing
structures, resulting in a broad network of interrelated knowledge.
val processes are generally characterized in terms of search mechanisms.
and Bobrow (1979) describe two separate stages of search operations.
stage involves creating a description ofthe desired target information; the

involves the actual searching, including a recursive review of memory
and ideas until the tarseted information is identified. Anderson et al.
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(1977) and Norman and Bobrow (1979) conceptualize such a search
somewhat different forms; however, the common thread through these
similar retrieval models involves the assumption that memory consists
organized knowledge structures through which searches proceed in hi
fashion, from the most general and inclusive to the progressively more
and specific knowledge, until the targeted content is located. Thus
facilitated or hindered to the extent that oreanizational structures in
available as guides for search operations.

Cognitive Psychotogy and Elaboration Theory
The assumptiors and propositions of cognitive models of leaming
acquisition, storage, and retrieval processes previously described

support for the Elaboration Theory. Etst, the subsumption,
schema theories all imply the instructional use of a generaÞto-detailàd
of content that beginswiththe mostgeneral andinclusive setof construcß
ûo provide ideational anchorage for the subsequent content.

dsrailed, specific, and complex ideas can then be acquired more
derir¿atiorn or elaboratior¡s of the more general content. The use of a
detailed sequence of content thus provides the leamer with a
anchoring knowledge that subsumes, integrates, and organizes the more
complex knowledge.
Second, cognitive leaming theories argue the importance of providing
vating partictlar ideas in memory that are at an appropriate level of ge
inclusiveness for serving as ideational anchorage for new knowledge.
serve several important functions. They provide the scaffolding for later
by their ability to incorporate, integrate, and assimilate more detailed i
They make explicit the relevance of Iater information. And they provide
structure for the later content by identifying both kinds ofrelationships to be
and the individual ideas involved in those relationships. In particular, the
tion theory advocates the use of two principal kinds of relational
general-to-detailed sequence; and (2) synthesizers (which provide
integration and reconciliation of .content at each level of detail). Both
strategies rely heavily on types of knowledge structures in terms of both a
pervasive organization structure and appropriate supporting structures.
The use of the general-to-detailed sequence is supported by the
schema theories' assertions that the subsumptive function served by sc
incorporating and integrating new knowledge at varying levels of gene
inclusiveness facilitates the creation of schemata for assimilatins more
and specific content. As new knowledge is integrated within the developing:
chical structure, learning is made more efficient and effective.
Synthesizers provide integration of content at regular points during the
to-detailed progression of ideas and explicitly teach the interrelatedness
The resulting synthesis assists the learner in comprehending and utilizing
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'kinds of relationships that characterize a given content area. Equally, the
single type on organizingstructure makes explicit the critical primary internships that constitute a particular idea. Both organizing and supporting
s provide functional encoding structures for the learner. At each level of
, the expanded epitome assists the learner in integrating the various
ng structures within the primary organization structure.
, the principle of providing an organizational schema in the form of an
results in an encoding structure that requires less processing effort by the
, because content in the epitome is selected for the learner in a manner comwith what is already known about encoding mechanisms. Expanded epifurther facilitate encoding operations through indicating the semantic
s to be formed at each level of elaboration. The use of a general-tadetailed
sequence and the periodic synthesis and reconciliation of
create an input structure reflective of our current understanding of the
tion and operatiors of memory.
a

ionally, retrieval, in the form of search processes through memory, is
to the extent that information in memory is organized in hierarchically
is, searchable-form. Also, the greater the number of interrela-that
ps accessible to search operations, the more unlikely it is that failure of a
lar retrieval strategy will preclude location of target information. Instead,
mer has ar¿ailable multþle avenues of accessibility through actir¿ation of
te relational paths.

for Additional Strategy Components
rther strategy component hypothesized to increase the relatability and

ff of new knowledge

is the analogy. Analogies function as lateral anchorage
or previousþ acquired content and new knowledge. By identifyts of tangency between existing knowledge structures and new information
helping learners to perceive the new in terms of the previousþ acquired, the
r assists leamers in integrating new, highly unfamiliar content meaningfully.
(1975, 1976; Ortony et al., 1978) asserts the importance of analogic
(including metaphor and simile) as both communicative and instructive
. He argues that such verbal devices assist literal language by permitting us to
the gaps created by a language's inability to communicate adequately the
s nature of experience. Such structures communicate large chunks of
that cannot be captured in literal terms. At their best, they transmit
structures of meaning far beyond the capacity of denotative symbol systems.
iy cites Paivio's (1979) work with imagery as evidence of the effectiveness of
ive devices as instructive tools.
ul Menill's work with information-processing models of task analysis underhe development of strategy prescriptions for content defined as having proI organization goals. when the subject matter to be acquired is algorithmic
, P. Merrill (1976, 1978) argues for rhe use of path analysis, which results
en farniliar
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in a sequence of component skills or operations similar to the Elaboration
simple-tocomplex epitomization approach.
Robert Gaené's contribution to the theoretical bases of the Elaboration
are more primal and pervasive. His concern for developing a theory of
that accounts for the various different capabilities a learner may acquire led
postulate his cumulative theory of intellectual-skills acquisition. Gagné
arsues that certain kinds of skills must be acouired before other kinds
acquired. The learning-prerequisite sequences prescribed by the e
theory are based on this learning theory, and all the related research applies
to validate this aspect of the Elaboration Theory.
Bruner's (1960, 1966) spiral curriculum ß an approach ûo sequencing
tion that entails teaching ideas initially in a greatly simplified yet "in
honest" form, and periodically cycling back to teach those same ideas in p
sively more complete and complex forms, like an ever-widening and rising
Although the original intention of the spiral was for it to be applied to a
riculum, its intent and function are highly similar to the intent and function
elaboration theory.
Norman's (1973) web-learning model provides similar parallels with
tion Theory. In his model, Norman advocates use of an initial broad
outline of to-be-acquired content, followed by progressively more detai
specific information. The outline serves the dual purposes of the epi
single organization structure by teaching specific conceptual relationships
means of facilitating creation and use of organizational schemata. Again, the
archical and integrative structure is the heart ofthe model.
It should be noted, however, that neither Ausubel's nor Bruner's nor
model prescribes instructional strategies in sufficiently precise and detailed
The Elaboration Theory has attempted to extend and aficulate precisely the
sary strategy components for actual implementation of the cognitive
theory) principles discussed ea¡lier. The elaboration theory is a highly
specification of pedagogical requirements for teaching different kinds of
and for achieving different kinds of goals.

Support from Educational Practice
In addition to the previously cited empirical and theoretical support for the
ration Theory, there is some support for the elaboration theory from "the
We have discovered that, for a theoretical organization, the sequence in
principles in a field end up being taught is often remarkably similar to the
in which they were discovered in that field. .Hence, textbooks and teache
have used a chronological approach to teaching theoretically oriented conte
often ended up using a sequence that is remarkably similar to that prescribed
Elaboration Theory. In fact, such a historical approach has been very
used for theoretically oriented courses, ranging from physics to
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ofthis approach seems to indicate that teachers feel it has good results.
y, in several teachings of the most fundamental Elaboration Theorv ideas
ervice teachers, we have received enthusiastic reception of the approach.
intuitive appeal to experienced educators, although not experimental data,
vertheless provide important support for the Elaboration Theory.
CONCLUSION
;.Elaboration Theory and development procedures as described here have
very limited field testing and no systematic, integrated research. It is
that aspects of the Elaboration Theory will be modified as research and field
are performed. For example, it may turn out that having a complete
epitome (versus a more narrow one) after every single lesson is ineffia¡d unnecessary. It is also likely thar a large, full-scale fîeld test of the design
res will reveal more effective and efficient steps for designing instruction
ling to the theory. In addition to the likelihood of modifications of existing
s of the Elaboration Theory, there is a continuing need to integrate more of
ng knowledge about instructional and learning processes.
F.laboration Theory as developed to date is a tentative move in a much
direction. It does not yet have the maturity and validation of the currentlv
approaches to instructional design on the macro level. But the need for such
ative alternatives should be clear. Hopefully, the Elaboration Theory will
bute towards meeting that need.
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